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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
 
All I can say is Wow!  Our star party for September was picked up and put 

on a Facebook page for local events.  There was a ton of traffic about it 
according to my wife, but I didn’t realize just how much.  I got out there 
before sunset and had people arriving well before dark.  I had the CPCs, the 
Nexstar 6 and my 8” dob out.  Don Palmer showed up and helped me man 
the scopes.  Tim Barrier came out with his Dob.  There was just the 3 of us 
with 5 scopes vs somewhere between 100-200 people!  There were long 
lines at the scopes.  The clouds threatened and even blocked all the planets 
for about 10-15 minutes, but then cleared out.  The planets were well 
placed for observing.  The Great Red Spot was present.  Mars was high and 
bright.  Saturn’s rings were well placed along with a few moons.  Venus 
showed a nice phase.  By 10pm, the crowd had thinned out. 

We may experience more large groups at these events.  More people and 
scopes would definitely be helpful.  The feedback on Facebook after was 
positive. 
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Coming up this month we have several major events going on during the 
day.  Ding Darling Days on Sanibel is the 14th.  Cape Coral Kiwanis KidsFest 
at SunSplash Festival Grounds is on the 27th.  I can really use some help on 
these events.  Be prepared for the heat! 

The Cub Scouts have asked if we can do their event again this year on the 
19th.  The moon will be a few days after first quarter but we should still 
have Saturn decently along with the shrinking Mars. 

Do we want to do something for Observe the Moon Night on the 20th? 

The Calusa Nature Center has asked about us setting up scopes at a fund 
raising event they are doing November 17th at a site away from the Center. 

Unfortunately, it appears that The Space Place is no longer providing free 
handouts like tattoos, pictures, stickers etc. from NASA like they used to.  
This does cut down some on what we have for handouts for the kids.  I 
have some stuff left for DDD and possibly KidsFest, but beyond that I won’t 
have any more.  The printed handouts will be all I will have available. 

We also have a request in from a Girl Scout troop in Cape Coral.  They meet 
the 2nd and 4th Thursday of the month.  I am trying to get more info as to 
where they met and where we can setup at. 

Do we want to do a special observing event for the Geminids.  Peak is 12th-
14th December? 

Brian 

 

Program this Month 
 

Due to technical issues, the planned program for this month on the Magellanic Clouds is not 

being presented.  The below programs are replacing it. 
 

So You Want to Buy a Telescope!  - This is a presentation about things one should 

consider before buying a telescope for themselves or as a gift.  As I am often asked the 
question about what scope someone should get, I am covering many of the questions I 

end up asking someone to figure out what they need. 
 

October Night Sky - This is a brief presentation about what is visible in the October 

Sky.     
 

Presented by Brian Risley  
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In the Sky this Month 

 
Moon:  

 Last Quarter – Oct 2; New – Oct 9; 1st Quarter – Oct 16; Full – Oct 24; Last Quarter – 
Oct 31. 

 
Venus begins the month near the horizon in the west at dusk.  It drifts below the 
horizon and out of sight by the 7th.  Inferior conjunction is on the 26th and it comes 
back into view before dawn, when it appears about 40 minutes before sunrise, 4° 
high, and at the upper right of the sun. 

Jupiter viewed near dusk, changes magnitude to -1.7 by late this month, when the 
Sun and Jupiter move below the horizon about 1 hour apart.  It does not image well 

since it is < 32” of arc by the last half of the month. 

Mercury becomes just visible on the western horizon after dusk by the end of 
October. 

Saturn shows itself from after dusk until after 11 p.m. on the 1st and after 9 p.m. after 
mid-month.  It continues to fade a bit from 0.5 to 0.6 over the month and will end up at 
< 16”.  

Mars dims by half in October from -1.3 to -0.6.  It peaks about 9 p.m. early in the 
month to 10 p.m. by month’s end.  Earth continues to move away from Mars this 
month shrinking its size from 16” to 12”.  

Uranus is at opposition on 23 Oct and high overhead around midnight for the month. 
Its magnitude is 5.7 in SW Aries and 3.7” wide. It’s capable of being seen with naked 

eye from dark sky locations. 
 

Neptune just passed opposition and is visible all night at magnitude 7.8 in Aquarius at 
2.3” wide. 

See https://is.gd/urnep for a finder chart or pages 48-49 in September issue of Sky & 

Telescope. 
 

International Space Station: The ISS is visible in the evening skies over Ft Myers 
from October from 11th through 15th.  Best day will be the 13th. See this link for specific 

times and routes for the ISS:    http://www.heavens-above.com/ 
 

The Hubble Space Telescope will not be visible in the evenings during October, but 
will return to our skies in early November.  See this link for specific times and routes for 

the HST:  http://www.heavens-above.com/ 
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Southwest Florida Astronomical Society, Inc.    
Event Schedule for 2018 

 

 

Oct 3rd, 2018 Current Night Sky 

and What Telescope 
Should I Get? 

Cape Coral Public 

Library 

6:00 pm  - 7:00 pm 

Oct 4th, 2018 Monthly Meeting Calusa Nature Center 
Planetarium 

7:30pm 

Oct 5th, 2018 Public Observing FSW Moore Observatory 
Punta Gorda Campus 

Dusk 

Oct 6th, 2018 Monthly Star Party Seahawk Park  -      

Cape Coral 

Dusk 

Oct 14th, 2018 Ding Darling Days’ 

Family Fun Day 

Ding Darling Wildlife 

Refuge - Sanibel 

8am – 3pm 

Solar Observing 

Oct 19th, 2018 Cub Scouts Camp Miles Punta Gorda Dusk-10pm 

Oct 20th, 2018 International 

Observe the Moon 
Night 

TBD  

Oct 27th, 2018 CC Kiwanis KidFest SunSplash Festival 

Grounds - Cape Coral 

10-4 

Solar Observing 

Nov 1st, 2018 Monthly Meeting Calusa Nature Center 

Planetarium 

7:30pm 

Nov 2nd, 2018 Public Observing FSW Moore Observatory 
Punta Gorda Campus 

Dusk 

Nov 10th, 2018 Monthly Star Party Caloosahatchee 
Regional Park 

Dusk (Arrive before 
gate closes, park fee) 

Nov 17th, 2018 CNCP Event TBD  (Not a general 

public event) 

Dusk 

Dec 6th, 2018 Monthly Meeting Calusa Nature Center 

Planetarium 

7:30pm 

Dec 7th, 2018 Public Observing FSW Moore Observatory 

Punta Gorda Campus 

Dusk 

Dec 15th, 2018 Monthly Star Party Seahawk Park  -      
Cape Coral 

Dusk 

 

All observing events are Weather Permitting.   

If it is cloudy or a chance of rain, we may not setup at all.   
There may be no way to provide advance notice of cancellation. 

 

  Events may be cancelled several hours before scheduled time based on 
observed conditions and forecasts at that time and weather may change. 

 
  

Date Event Location           Time/Note  
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Monthly Star Parties:  These are held at either Seahawk Park in Cape Coral or at 
Caloosahatchee Regional Park (CRP) off SR78 7 miles east of SR31.  Other than park fees noted, 

these are free and open to the public.  Those wanting to learn how to use equipment can bring it 
to the monthly star parties or the monthly meetings.  We are always glad to help people learn 

how to use their telescopes.  It is also a great way to learn about different telescopes and try 
some out before making a purchase. 
 

Seahawk Park is in North Cape Coral off Wilmington Blvd.  (Nelson Rd or Chiquita Blvd are the 

nearest cross streets.)  There is a brown sign in the center median at the entrance to the park.  
(GPS may not get you to the park, as some of the local roads have been closed.)  You will make 
a big J hook before getting to the parking area.  Seahawk Park is managed by the  

Cape Coral R/Seahawks Club for Radio Controlled Planes and they have priority.  They are 
usually done by sunset but may be there before sunrise.  Park in the lot and transport your 

equipment to the concrete staging area before the runway.  This park is handicap capable as 
there is level concrete leading from parking to the staging area. 
 

CRP has a gate that closes at dusk, you can check the county’s website for current gate closing 

times and the status of the park’s Northside entrance as that is where we observe from. (They 
may close the area if there are issues with the trails.)  There is a parking fee of $1/hr or $5/day 
at CRP.  Park in the main Northside parking lot.  We sometimes setup down the dirt road that 

goes to the east.  That area is grassy and may not be level, so one should walk on the dirt road 
as much as possible and watch their step. 
 

Big Cypress:  The Big Cypress Visitor Center is located off US41 5 miles east of SR29 about 25 

miles east of Naples.  Big Cypress has earned a Dark Sky Park designation.  They hold observing 
events down the road that extends south of the Visitor Center during the winter months.  This is 

a real dark sky site.  Their observing events are free.  
 

Solar Events:  We have daytime solar events where one can safely look at the Sun.  Things 
such as sunspots and prominences may be visible.  These are free unless tied to another event 

that may have an entrance fee.  There are seasonal monthly events held at different parks 
around Charlotte County as well as at other major public events in SW FLA.   
 

Rotary Park Star Party:  This is a free public star party held at Rotary Park at the south end of 

Pelican Blvd in South Cape Coral.  Park to the west of the main building and walk to where we 
are setup to the east of the main building.   
 

Moore Observatory, FSW Punta Gorda Campus:  The campus is located off Airport Rd just 

east of I-75.  Go to the right around the lake and park.  The observatory is located down the 
path along the lake.  Besides the telescope in the observatory, additional scopes may be setup 
around the observatory.  This is a free event. 
 

Star Party Etiquette:  Bright white flashlights are not welcome.  We use red flashlights to 
preserve our night vision.  At the parks, please use just your parking lights if possible.  As there 
may be cords and tripod legs that are hard to see in the dark, we ask that all children be well 

behaved and cautious around the telescopes.  If you need help in moving around in the dark, 
just ask.  Someone will be happy to guide you with a red light.  If you have a telescope and 

need help with it, just ask.  Someone will be glad to show you how to use it.  
  

Golden Rules to Telescope Observing:  Move your eye to the telescope, don’t try to move 
the telescope to your eye!  Ladders/chairs are there for your support, the telescopes do not 

provide support and should not be touched. 
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Minutes of the Southwest Florida Astronomical Society – September 6, 2018 

The regular monthly business meeting of the Southwest Florida Astronomical Society was called 

to order at 7:33 pm by president Brian Risley in the Calusa Nature Center Planetarium.   

Twenty-eight people were present including four new members/visitors. 

Jayne Johnston of the Lee County chapter of the Audobon Society of Southwest Florida 
presented the program on “Birds of the Stars,” giving information on the birds for which a 

number of constellations are named. 

At 8:02pm the business meeting resumed.  

The August 11 Seahawk Park Star party was reviewed. 

Upcoming events listed in the printed agenda were discussed. 

The Club's annual insurance renewal is due.  Tony Heiner made a motion, seconded by Bruce 
Dissette, to authorize paying the $401.  The motion passed on a voice vote. 

Several upcoming events at the Nature Center were announced.  Laser shows September 28 

through October 7, the Haunted Walk from October 18-30, holiday lighted walks in December, 
and a program in January by Tim Heitz, the person who is loaning the Mars Meteor to the 

Planetarium. 

Michael Moses is going to be working on the Newsletter.  Members were reminded to send in 
photos for the Newsletter. 

Scott Flaig made a motion, seconded by Bruce Dissette, to approve the minutes of the August 2, 
2018 meeting as published in the September newsletter.  The motion carried on a voice vote. 

There was no treasurer's report due to the absence of the treasurer. 

Anyone interested in observing at the Fakahatchee Strand site can contact Chuck Pavlick to 
coordinate. 

The Galt Preserve site on Pine Island was suggested as a possible dark sky observing site. 

Telescopes are available for checkout.  Contact Brian Risley. 

The business meeting was adjourned at 8:16 pm. 

 

Submitted by Don Palmer, secretary 
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The Sacred Hour Before Dawn and an Evening Comet Surprise 
By: Bob King | September 26, 2018, S & T 
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Silence can sometimes be in short supply, but one sure place to find it is under 
a starry sky before the first blush of dawn. Comet 29P/Schwassmann-

Wachmann erupts again! 

 

Orion stands high at the start of dawn in late September.   Bob King 

Recently, I set my alarm for 4 a.m. for an hour of observing before the start of dawn. 
Fall brings later sunrises that make it possible to go to bed at 10 p.m. and still garner 
enough sleep to make it through the following 8-hour workday. Winter's even better, but 

yes, much colder. 

The wee hours have always been special ones for me since the time I began exploring 

the night sky. From an early age I learned to tiptoe through the halls of my home when 
everyone else was asleep so as to make as little noise as possible. I zipped up my jacket 

deliberately and closed every door on the way out by hand to avoid slam-backs. Once 
under the sky, I was an animal escaped from its cage. I loved the morning stars and my 

dark-hour freedom spiced with a dash of danger should I accidentally wake up a family 
member coming or going. 

https://www.skyandtelescope.com/author/robert-king-2/
https://s22380.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/Orion-dawn-Sept-13_2018_ST.jpg
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As skywatchers know well, the Earth rotates through the night. In the evenings we see 

the familiar seasonal sights, but wait until morning and a new season's stars fill up the 
eastern sky. Getting up before dawn let me see into the future, one of my only magical 

super powers. In September, when the Summer Triangle would begin the night, I'd 
wake to Orion and that glorious belt. 

When the world is in bed and traffic calms, mornings bring a hush that we rarely 

experience during evening observing. It's the quietude that adds a sacred quality to 
morning observing. Just you and the crickets. Silence is in such short supply these days, 

the experience of it makes you stop and catch your breath. Not only are quiet and 
solitude calming, they uncork the senses, allowing a keener awareness of the natural 

world and a deeper connection to our surroundings. This is a good feeling. 

 

Returning Comet 38/Stephan-Oterma displays one and possibly two tails in this photo taken on 
September 17th. It's well placed in the morning sky this fall.  Mikhail Maslov 

Once dawn blues up the eastern sky, I pack away the telescope and quietly slide back 
into bed, happy to have found my way back to the universe again. 

I got the scope out before dawn a couple weeks ago and looked for and found the 

newly-returning comet 38P/Stephan-Oterma in Orion and its brighter 
relation, 21P/Giacobini-Zinner, in Gemini. Both comets still ply the sky during the small 

hours; I've included maps to help you find them when the Moon bows out next week. 

https://astronomy.ru/
http://www.aerith.net/comet/catalog/0038P/2018.html
http://cometography.com/pcomets/021p.html
https://s22380.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/38P-Sept-17-Mikhail-Maslov.jpg
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This map plots Comet 38P's position nightly through late October. Dates are 0h UT. Convert UT 
to local time here. Click the map to enlarge, then save the file and print to use outdoors.  
SkyMap with additions by the author 

 

 

Both are also visible in modest telescopes, with 21P still bright around magnitude 7.6 
and flashing a 1° westward-pointing tail. 38P shines about three magnitudes fainter and  

appears much less condensed with a 5-arc-minute coma. With an orbital period of 37.7  
years, most of us only get two chances in a lifetime to spot it. Carpe cometa!

 

http://www.timebie.com/std/utc.php
https://cobs.si/
https://s22380.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/38P-through-mid-Oct-2018.jpg
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Comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner swiftly moves south in the next few weeks, passing close to 
numerous NGC star clusters. Sirius makes an easy place to start your search for the comet, 

which is still bright enough in a moonless sky to see in 50-mm binoculars.  
SkyMap with additions by the author 

Mid-September marks the beginning of the dawn zodiacal light season. After finishing up 
at the telescope I made a short field trip to a big field with a wide open vista of the 
eastern sky. Whoa! At 5:15 a.m. the tapered glow of the zodiacal light reached from the 

Sickle of Leo at the eastern horizon all the way to Milky Way in Taurus, a span of 60°. It 
was an incredible sight, towering over the distant trees like some giant, headless comet. 

https://www.skyandtelescope.com/astronomy-resources/zodiacal-light-dust-thing-beauty101514/
https://s22380.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/21P-through-late-Oct-2018.jpg
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The photo, taken on September 13th at 5:15 a.m., gives a good visual impression of the 
zodiacal light seen from a fairly dark sky. You can spot the giant, tapered cone a half-hour 
before the start of dawn, but it's tallest and brightest at the very start of morning twilight. The 

knot of stars halfway up the column is the Beehive Cluster in Cancer. Orion and the winter Milky 
Way are visible at upper right.   Bob King 

And that's exactly what it is — primarily comet dust, with some added debris from 
asteroid collisions, lingering in the plane of the solar system.The material scatters 
sunlight well, and since it lies in Earth's orbital plane, we see it along the ecliptic, the 

same path taken by the planets, Sun, and Moon. 

In fall, the ecliptic tilts up steeply from the eastern horizon before dawn, lifting this fat 

finger of dust up and away from the horizon murk and into a dark sky. The cone of light 
is brightest and widest at its base because that part is physically closest to the intensely 

bright Sun. The farther up you gaze, the narrower and fainter the finger. To see the light 
in its glory, find a spot with a great view to the east and start looking about a half-hour 

before the beginning of morning twilight. You'll see it best when the Moon's out of view 
from October 7–23 and November 5–21. 

https://s22380.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/Zodiacal-light-Sept-13_2018_ST.jpg
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Comet 29P is small, bright, and strongly condensed in this image taken on September 23rd. 
Jean-François Soulier 

Now for some great news for evening skywatchers. On about September 20.5 UT, 

Comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann underwent a bright outburst, morphing from a 
vague, diffuse 13th-magnitude patch to a bright little ball of light. At the moment, it's 

about magnitude 12 and ~20″ (arcseconds) across, like a small planetary nebula. It's 
possible it will get brighter still, so I strongly encourage you to take a look. The Moon 

should be out of the way by the 26th — just in the nick of time. 

 
Track down Comet 29P with this detailed map. Positions are shown every 5 days on the UT 

dates.   SkyMap with additions by the author 

The comet's been very active this year and more outbursts are expected. To learn more 

about 29P's explosive nature and possible causes, check out my earlier blog. Clear skies!  

http://6888comete.free.fr/fr/image29PschwassmannwachmannDaubanFrance2018.htm
http://cometography.com/pcomets/029p.html
https://www.skyandtelescope.com/observing/celestial-objects-to-watch/comets/comet-29pschwassmann-wachmann-1-in-outburst/
https://s22380.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/29P-Sept-23-Jean-Francois-Soulier.jpg
https://s22380.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/29P-Sept_Dec-2018_BEST.jpg
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Observe the Moon 

By Jane Houston Jones and Jessica Stoller-Conrad 

This year’s International Observe the Moon Night is on Oct. 20. Look for astronomy clubs 
and science centers in your area inviting you to view the Moon at their star parties that 

evening! 

On Oct. 20, the 11-day-old waxing gibbous Moon will rise in the late afternoon and set 

before dawn. Sunlight will reveal most of the lunar surface and the Moon will be visible 
all night long. You can observe the Moon’s features whether you’re observing with the 

unaided eye, through binoculars or through a telescope. 

Here are a few of the Moon’s features you might spot on the evening of October 20: 

Sinus Iridum—Latin for “Bay of Rainbows”—is the little half circle visible on the western 

side of the Moon near the lunar terminator—the line between light and dark. Another 
feature, the Jura Mountains, ring the Moon’s western edge. You can see them catch the 

morning Sun. 

Just south of the Sinus Iridum you can see a large, flat plain called the Mare Imbrium. 
This feature is called a mare—Latin for “sea”—because early astronomers mistook it for 

a sea on Moon’s surface. Because the Moon will be approaching full, the large craters 
Copernicus and Tycho will also take center stage.  

Copernicus is 58 miles (93 kilometers) across. Although its impact crater rays—seen as 
lines leading out from the crater—will be much more visible at Full Moon, you will still be 

able to see them on October 20. Tycho, on the other hand, lies in a field of craters near 
the southern edge of the visible surface of the Moon. At 53 miles (85 kilometers) across, 

it’s a little smaller than Copernicus. However, its massive ray system spans more than 
932 miles (1500 kilometers)! 

And if you’re very observant on the 20th, you’ll be able to check off all six of the Apollo 

lunar landing site locations, too! 

In addition to the Moon, we’ll be able to observe two meteor showers this month: the 

Orionids and the Southern Taurids. Although both will have low rates of meteors, they’ll 
be visible in the same part of the sky.  
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The Orionids peak on Oct. 21, but they are active from Oct. 16 to Oct. 30. Start looking 

at about 10 p.m. and you can continue to look until 5 a.m. With the bright moonlight 
you may see only five to 10 swift and faint Orionids per hour. 

If you see a slow, bright meteor, that’s from the Taurid meteor shower. The Taurids 

radiate from the nearby constellation Taurus, the Bull. Taurids are active from Sept. 10 
through Nov. 20, so you may see both a slow Taurid and a fast Orionid piercing your sky 

this month. You’ll be lucky to see five Taurids per hour on the peak night of Oct. 10. 

You can also still catch the great lineup of bright planets in October, with Jupiter, Saturn 

and Mars lining up with the Moon again this month. And early birds can even catch 
Venus just before dawn! 

You can find out more about International Observe the Moon Night at 

https://moon.nasa.gov/observe. 

 

Caption: This image shows some of the features you might see if you closely observe the Moon. 

The stars represent the six Apollo landing sites on the Moon. Credit: NASA/GSFC/Arizona State 
University (modified by NASA/JPL-Caltech) 

  

https://moon.nasa.gov/observe
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Club Officers & Positions:  

President:  Vice President: Secretary: 

Brian Risley Bruce Dissette Don Palmer 

swfasbrisley@embarqmail.com bdissette@centurylink.net swfas.sec@gmail.com  

(239-464-0366)   (239-936-2212) (239-334-3471)  
 

Treasurer: Program Coordinator: Librarian: 

Tim Barrier  Mike McCauley Maria Berni 

barrier.tim@gmail.com mmccauley13@comcast.net (239-940-2935) 

(239-887-8864)  (860-982-5022) 
 

Viewing Coords./Fakahatchee: Viewing Coord/CRP/SeaHawk WebsiteCoordinator: 

Chuck Pavlick Bruce Dissette Bill Francis  

cpav4565@gmail.com bdissette@centurylink.net  Bill_Francis@hotmail.com  

(239-560-1516) (239-936-2212) (239-233-0958) 

Tony Heiner 

verahei@aol.com Equipment Coordinator: Club Historian: 

(941-629-8849) Brian Risley Danny Secary   

 swfasbrisley@embarqmail.com asecary@gmail.com 

 (239-464-0366) (239-470-4764) 
 

Astronomical League Calusa Nature Center Newsletter Editor:  

Coordinator: (ALCOR): Planetarium Director: Ron Madl 

John MacLean Heather Preston rmadlksu@gmail.com  

john.maclean@comcast.net heather@calusanature.org (785-410-2911) 

(239-707-3365) (239-275-3435)  
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